Reviewing Flipkart Product Comments using Methods Based on Sentiment Analysis
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Abstract: With the explosion of social networking sites, blogs and review sites a lot of information is available on the internet. This data contains sentiments and opinions about a wide variety of product features of such products. This form of opinion and feedback is crucial to the companies developing these products as well as the companies that want to develop these products better than the competitive products. Sentiment Analysis is the process of analyzing all this information, retrieving opinions about such products and services, and labeling them as good or bad. In other words, finding out whether the product is good or bad or positive or negative. The most crucial parts of any review of any particular product is the numeric rating and the description provided along with that product. In this project, we will take into consideration both these factors for product reviews to make a final decision on a classifier that is best suited for product reviews analysis. We have collected reviews based on the features that best describe the emotions and opinion for each review, we have built a feature set of 1000 features, and with this limited feature set, we will find out which classifier obtains the best result on review type data. To decide the best classifier, we perform evaluations on it, by running a wide variety of data set generators and calculating the resubstituting and generalization mistakes and errors for each classifier. We then use the mean of these findings to calculate the paired Student’s t-test to relatively compare the output of the classifiers. Based on the findings of this evaluation, we can state which is the best suited classifier for our model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Reviewing product using sentiment analysis is becoming popular for text mining. Research is also considering research in area of computational linguistics. Research work is focusing on correlation among Flipkart product reviews. Research is also considering rating of products provided by customers. Research has considered traditional machine learning algorithms along with SVM (Support Vector Machine). A huge quantity of both structured and unstructured multimedia data is being uploaded on the Internet due to rapidly growing ubiquitous web access over the world. However, analyzing those raw media resources to discover their hidden semantics is becoming a challenging task. As a result, it is difficult to retrieve the right type of media to satisfy multimedia content consumers. Sentiment Analysis is the most extensively researched Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Machine Learning implementations (ML). This field has exploded since the introduction of Web 2.0. Thanks to the Internet, people can now express their thoughts, ideas, and sentiments regarding products, people, and life in general. Because of this, the Internet has developed into a large repository of textual data with strong opinions. An aim of sentiment is to retrieve crucial information about public opinion that may be utilized to make informed corporate decisions, election strategy, and product consumption.

II. MOTIVATION

- **Businesses and organizations:** The motivation for performing sentiment analysis for various businesses is to get the sentiment of public regarding their product and then according to that improve their products and make huge profits and compete with their rivals accordingly.
- **Customers:** Another motivation is also to make things easier for customers. Customers getting the general sentiment of public can make better decisions for themselves whether to invest their money or time in a particular product or not.
• **Advertisement:** Placing ads in the user-generated content is one of the key motivations behind performing sentiment analysis. Companies can select which place would be best to place advertisement. Like if their customers are generally kids then they use cartoon tv channels or magazines to place their ads. Place an ad when one praises a product-processing basically suggests that the transformations that are applied to our dataset before inserting it to the Machine Learning or Deep Learning algorithms. In data Preprocessing, the raw data is converted into clean data set, it is a very popular technique which basically converts the data which is gathered from different sources and it converts it into clean data which is feasible for analysis.

### III. METHODS

#### 3.1 Architecture

Expand Abbreviation: The chat language contains many abbreviations in short forms and expanded acronyms. The fast conditions are the shorter version of the word by replacing or removing few letters, such as nyt—night.

Data Cleaning: The data gathered from the source is cleaned step by step. The first step is to verify the conditions and frequencies: the comments could have the word n-gram or a single word. Every text in the statement should be converted to a single format lower to the higher case or higher to the lower point.

![Figure 1: System architecture model](image)

A. **Normalize Words and Eliminate Stop Words**

Normalizing the word is nothing but removing the repeated words. It is recurrently found in social media text that some words are frequently repeated more than one time. Eliminating the stop words was applied as the fourth pre-processing step. After the word “not,” if any entity occurs, then the entity is concatenated with “not” to form one single word.

B. **Feature Extraction**

The cleaned data may contain many distinctive properties like target objects, adjectives, nouns, kinds of sentences. These properties are all termed entities. These identified entities are then fed into the classifier stage as a feature. For determining the entities, we made a Sent WordNet database. It is built in two phases.

1. WordNet terms: relationships like antonyms, and synonyms.
2. WordNet: relates the similar adjective pictures of noun and verb groups.
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

We have trained the Flipkart reviews dataset of more than 10000 sentences to give the sentiment of any text. In general, we can say that it gives a good accuracy score of 89% and gives a good prediction whether the sentiment of text is positive or negative.

![Figure 2: Sentiment of a review](image)

The results of our model can be seen in above images (Fig. 2 and 3). When we give an input in the form of a text than our model predicts whether the emotions or opinion of the text is positive or negative. Here in the above example our model accurately predicts the sentiment of the given input.

V. APPLICATION

In future, a computer will be able to sense human emotion by sensory means and then create an environment that will help in the complete advancement of human life. Apart from that sentiment analysis has many applications in present world. It can be used by businesses to compete with their rivals and improve their product. It can be used in social media monitoring. Emotions and sentiments of people can be tracked by doing sentiment analysis of their social media posts and activities. Nowadays, sentiment analysis is used for customer support as well. Quick and urgent requests of customers can get an automated response using sentiment analysis.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

Research is supposed to provide more flexible and accurate solution. Naive Bayes provided solution for classification. The data set would be trained and pre-processed to provide more accuracy in solution. This research is supposed to solve the problem of previous research that was faced during sentiment analysis. To eradicate misclassifications in the design of prediction models used to interpret feedback and reviews, more extensive methodologies are required. The results of a extensive variety of hybrid sentiment mining approaches are empirically examined on datasets of different sizes in this...
study. According to different accuracy criteria, the hybrid ensemble technique (HEM1) is the most resilient of the methodologies employed for balanced data models I, II, and III. According to the findings, a compound blend of unigram, bigram, and trigram performs effectively in practically all prediction algorithms. Even though SVMs can cope with any amount of data imbalance, the findings imply that data imbalance can have an influence on the employment of SVMs in real-time applications for class prediction. The recommended revised bagging process has just been shown to be efficient and superior to many alternative approaches employing different data sampling methods in extensive experiments with benchmark and actual device datasets. PCA is a strong dimension reduction strategy for both balanced and unbalanced datasets when utilizing mixed techniques, as per the findings. Other feature reduction methodologies, including such latent Dirichlet distribution, might be researched throughout the upcoming. Mostly in future, more study may be done to evaluate the influence of various domain and region-specific characteristics. Extending sentiment mining to new areas might result in some surprising results. In the future, further n-gram variants and attribute weighting might be offered to achieve a better level of accuracy. The work of this study is mainly focused on dividing sentiment into two categories: positive and negative (binary classification). A multiclass emotion categorization system including positive, negative, neutral, and other categories might be implemented in the future. The key purpose of our research is to find traits that appear as nouns or noun sentences in feedbacks. Future testing will discover inferred habits. Because ensemble learning procedures take a very long time to decide, parallel computing technologies can be investigated as a solution. Because the knowledge gained by ensembles is not available to humans, the inability to examine the findings of ensemble learning approaches is a key disadvantage. As a result, improvement in the interpretability of ensembles is an important research area. Future opinion-mining systems will require a much more comprehensive and diversified knowledge and understanding in general knowledge. This will give more accurate understanding of natural language perspectives as well as a strong link between multi-model and machine-processable data. More microbe methodologies towards the configuration of intelligent opinion-mining systems capable of handling semantic information, making analogies, discovering new affective knowledge, and detecting, perceiving, and "feeling" emotions will result from combining theoretical theories of emotions with practical engineering goals of analyzing emotions in natural language text.
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